With the growth of web 2.0, people are using it as a medium to express their opinion and thoughts. With the explosion of blogs, journal like user-generated content on the web, companies, celebrities and politicians are concerned about mining and analyzing the discussions about them or their products. In this paper, we present a method to perform opinion mining and summarize opinions at entity level for English blogs. We first identify various objects (named entities) which are talked about by the blogger, then we identify the modifiers which modify the orientation towards these objects. Finally, we generate object centric opinionated summary from blogs. We perform experiments like named entity identification, entity-modifier relationship extraction and modifier orientation estimation. Experiments and Results presented in this paper are cross verified with the judgment of human annotators.
Introduction
A Blog is a web page where an individual or group of users record opinions, information, etc. on a regular basis. Blogs are written on many diverse topics like politics, sports, travel and even products. However, the quality of the text generated from these sources is generally poor and noisy. These texts are informally written and suffer from spelling mistakes, grammatical errors, random/irrational capitalization (Dey and Haque, 2008) .
Opinion Mining from blogs aims at identifying the viewpoint of the author about the objects 1 . Summarizing these expressed viewpoints can be useful for many business and organizations where they analyze the sentiment of the people on a product, or for an individual(s) who are curious to know opinions of other people. Current approaches on opinion identification divide the larger problem (document) into sub-problems (sentences) and approach each sub-problem separately. These approaches have a drawback that they cannot capture the context flow and opinion towards multiple objects within the blog.
Blog summarization task is considered as normal text summarization, without giving significance to the nature and structure of the blog. Current state of art summarization systems perform candidate sentences selection from the content and generate the summary.
In this paper
2 , we present a new picture to blog opinion mining, an entity perspective blog opinion mining and summarization. Here, we identify the objects which the blogger has mentioned in the blog along with his view points on these objects. In this work, named entities are potential objects for opinion mining. We perform opinion mining for each of these objects by linking modifiers to each of these objects and deciding the orientation of these modifiers using a pre-constructed subjective lexicon. And finally, we generate two different concept summaries: an object wise opinionated summary of the document and opinionated summary of the object across the dataset.
Related Work
The research we propose here is a combination of Opinion Mining and Summarization. (Pang et al., 2002; Turney, 2002) started the work in the direction of document level sentiment analysis. Major work in phrase level sentiment analysis was initially performed in (Agarwal et al., 2009; Wilson, 2005) . Liu and Hu, 2004; Popescu and Etzioni, 2005) concentrated on feature level product review mining. They extracted features from product reviews and generated a feature wise opinionated summary. Blog sentiment classification is primarily performed at document and sentence level. (Ku et al., 2006) used TREC and NTCIR blogs for opinion extraction. (Chesley, 2006) performed topic and genre independent blog classification, making novel use of linguistic features. (Zhang and et al., 2007) divided the document into sentences and used Pang (Pang et al., 2002) hypothesis to decide opinion features. (He et al., 2008) proposed dictionary based statistical approach which automatically derives the evidence for subjectivity from blogs. (Melville et al., 2009 ) and (Draya et al., 2009) are among few other works on blog sentiment analysis.
MEAD (Radev et al., 2004) is among the first few and most widely used summarizing systems. (Arora and Ravindran, 2008) perform multi-document summarization. In (Zhou and Hovy, 2005) , authors try to summarize technical chats and email discussions. Our work derives its motivation from Liu and Hu, 2004) . They identified product features and generated an opinionated summary from product reviews. In our task, the data is more formal (structured with less grammatical and spelling errors) and we generate opinionated summaries of objects (person, organizations, etc) . Our summary differs from a conventional summary because we don't pick candidate sentences directly from the text, we pick only entities and opinion words towards those entities.
Proposed Approach
In this research, we present a new and different approach towards blog opinion analysis. Apart from the traditional approaches of classifying a blog at the sentence and document level, we describe an approach which uses the connectivity and contextual information mined using parsing. The approach proposed here depends on two lexical resources, Stanford CoreNLP 3 Tool and SentiWordNet (Baccianella et al., 2010) . Stanford CoreNLP tool includes Parser, Part-of-Speech Tagger (PoS), Named Entity Recognizer (NER), Co-reference Resolution System (CRS). Our approach can be viewed as comprising of four major steps. Figure 1 represents the architecture of the approach proposed highlighting all the sub-modules and intermediate inputs and outputs.
1. Object Identification: What is an Object? An Object is the entity the blogger is talking and expressing his views about. A blog can have multiple objects which are discussed at varied level of depths. In this step we extract the objects from the input blog. There are various techniques that can be used for performing object identification, using Named Entity Recognizer and Noun Phrase patterns Liu and Hu, 2004) .
2. Modifier Identification: What are object modifiers? An object modifier is usually an adjective, an adverb or a verb which modifies the object directly or indirectly. In this step we extract the modifiers from the blog and map them to the objects identified in
Step 1. In this step, we find all the modifiers and link them to corresponding objects.
In the subsequent steps we use only those modifiers which are linked to any object. We focus primarily on adjective modifier (amod), adverb modifier (advmod), nominal subject (nsubj), etc types of dependencies from Stanford parser to link modifiers to their With this polarity they modify the orientation of the objects. Once we get the objects being talked about in the blog and also have the modifiers with respect to each of these objects, the next important task is to assign subjectivity scores to these modifiers. We use SentiWordNet (Baccianella et al., 2010) to determine the polarity of each modifier.
Summary Generation:
We generate an entity wise opinionated summary in the last step. We generate two different kinds of summaries, blog level and entity wise.
At blog level, after assigning orientation to each of the modifier for a particular entity, we generate a tabular summary of the whole blog which has two main parts, different entities and events being talked about and opinion orientation with respect to each entity. Template of the summary is as follows: <Entity, Opinion Words, Opinion Orientation>
In entity wise summary, we collect all the opinions expressed across all the blogs on that entity. After collecting all the opinions we generate a summary for each of the entities. Template of the summary is as follows: <Entity, Opinion Words, Opinion Orientation,Number of Blogs, List of Blog titles>
Dataset
We have collected 100 blogs from Telegraph 4 in sports domain. These blogs are from various categories like London Olympics, Cricket, Boxing, etc. While working on this data, we observed that blogs are usually comparison between two or more objects like "X is better than Y under some circumstances". Hence, we have found many objects in the blog but we find very few opinion words for various entities. Refer Table 1 for the dataset used in this research.
We decided to go with a more formal dataset because of two reasons. Firstly, there was no dataset available aprior which was annotated in the required format. Secondly, to avoid any form of biasness while collecting the dataset, we simply crawled top 100 blogs from Telegraph sports section. Although this dataset is free from most of the anomalies present in general blog data, but helps us to present the essence of our proposed approach very clearly. A few observations we made while working on blog dataset were: Much of the information present in the blog(s) were factual, most of the opinions expressed were either in comparison format or negatively orientated.
Evaluation Setup
In this subsection, we explain the method used for evaluating our approach. We hired three human annotators for this task and calculation of their mutual agreement is done using Cohen's Kappa measurement 5 . Validation task was divided into three basic steps 1. Object Identification: Each human annotator was asked to identify all the named entities (person, organizations, location, etc) from the text. This process is similar to step 1 of our proposed approach. Modifier Identification: After step 1, they were asked to mark and decide the orientation (positive or negative) for all the modifier words (adjectives, adverbs and verbs) from the text. This step involved a good understanding of English language and word usage. This corresponds to step 2 of our approach. Table 2 gives the agreement of human annotators for modifier identification.
3. Object-Modifier Relation: Here, they were asked to assign/link modifiers to named entities i.e. to determine the opinion of the blogger towards the objects. This step was the most tricky step as it requires a clear understanding of language construct(s). This corresponds to step 3 in our approach where we use dependency processor to handle this. Dependency Processor is a module which reads the typed dependencies retrieved from stanford parser and relates the attributes of these dependency tags with each other.
In the end, for the cases where the annotators failed to achieve an agreement, first and second authors of this paper performed the task of annotation to resolve the disagreement. Table 3 gives the kappa (κ) statistics of human agreement for each of these tasks.
One striking observation we made was that majority of the modifiers were negatively orientated i.e. blogs are frequently written to express negative sentiments (or disagreement) about the object.
Experiments and Results
We divide the experiment into four steps as discussed in Section 3 (Approach). In this section, we describe the experiment using a small running example 6 from the corpus. We illustrate the Table 3 : Kappa Scores for Manual Agreement tools we have used for each step with a small description. We also highlight the task done in each step for snippet example in Figure 2 .
Using Stanford NER, our system discovered a total 1756 unique named entities from 1984 unique named entities tagged by human annotators. In the sample snippet shown in Figure 2 , we have 4 named entities "Channel 4", "Clare Balding", "Jon Snow" and "Ade Adepitan".
• In
Step 2, we identify adjectives, adverbs and verbs which modify the named entities identified in step 1. We link the named entities and modifiers using the dependencies (like amod, advmod, nsubj, etc) given by Stanford parser. We perform dependency association to a level of depth 2. We also discard all the modifiers which are not mapped to any named entity as they are of no use to our system later. Stanford parser and Stanford part-of-speech used in this step is also available in Stanford CoreNLP toolkit.
Using Stanford parser and part-of-speech tagger, our system discovered 3755 correct modifiers (adjectives + adverbs + verbs). This is 82.7% of what human annotators identified (4540). For the sample snippet in Figure 2 mappings (modifier to entity) are shown in Table 4 .
• Using SentiWordNet, we identified the orientation of these modifiers in Step 3. We use the most common used sense of each word for scoring in order to handle multiple senses of each word. While deciding the orientation of a modifier, we perform negation handling and take in account for negative words (like not, no , never, *n't, etc.) preceding it within a window of 3 words to the left.. Table 5 : Blog-Object Summary for the example
Step 4, we create a tabular summary of objects and their respective modifiers (Refer Table 5 ). This summary belongs to type 1 : Blog level summary. Using this kind of summary, we can draw a picture of user's mind and how he/she thinks about various entities. The second type of summary generated can be used to compare two different entities. Table 6 reports the accordance of our proposed algorithm with human annotators. Opinion orientation agreement is calculated as an aggregate opinion towards an entity.
One plausible reason for decent agreement of our system with manual annotation is that, most of the external tools (Stanford CoreNLP, Parser, PoS tagger) we used in this research are trained on Wall Street Journal News wire data. Our dataset is also taken from a news website, and is written by professional content writers.
Unique objects identified by human annotators 1984 Unique objects identified by our system 1919 Correct Unique objects identified by our system 1756 Object identification coverage 88.5% Total modifiers tagged by human annotators 4540 Total modifiers tagged by our system 4690 Correct Total modifiers tagged by our system 3755 Modifier identification coverage 82.7% Opinion orientation agreement (aggregate) 81.4% Table 6 : Results of the system proposed and developed in this research
Discussion
In this section, we discuss some of the challenges we faced while working with the tools used in the above approaches. We try to illustrate the drawbacks of the tools with help of examples, specific for each step.
• In step 1, we proposed the use of NER. We covered ∼ 82.7% of the named entities tagged by human annotators. Stanford NER failed to detect multi word organization names at many places. For example "Great Britain basketball squad" in this example Stanford NER tagged "Great Britain" as a location and didn't tag basketball squad (tagged as 'Other'). But in actual, this whole should be tagged as an organization. For another example "GB Performance Director Chris Spice", in this example all the words in this phrase were tagged as an organization but here "Chris Spice" should have been tagged as person.
• In step 2, we use the parser and part-of-speech information derived using Stanford Parser and PoS tagger. These tools also produced some errors, for example in one of the blogs, "match-winning" is tagged as an adjective and in another example, "fine-innings" is tagged as an adjective.
• We use SentiWordNet to decide the polarity of each modifier in step 3. This is a general lexicon built for large purpose sentiment analysis and doesn't cover various words which are specific to sports domain. Words which are specific to sports domain like "medalist", "winner" are not present in such lexicons, and thus we need to build a domain specific lexicon.
We perform entity centric opinion mining on blogs because blogs are document like big collection of text. In blogs, context flows within sentences, across sentences and across multiple paragraphs. It is very hard to perform sentiment analysis at document and sentence level because there are multiple objects being talked about and also at varied level of depths. Calculating the overall opinion is difficult and also it will not present the correct picture. Thus, in this research, we first identify the objects (entities) and perform sentiment analysis and opinion mining across the entities. For example, "England batted poorly, but credit to Saeed Ajmal for a quite superb performance, ending up with career-best figures of 7-55." in this sentence, there are multiple opinions. We discuss this example in more detail in Appendix A.
Traditional N-Gram based approaches have following limitations: limited training data, diverse topics, context dependency and vocabulary mismatch. Problem of limited training data, context dependency (partial) and vocabulary mismatch are addressed by far using our approach. Our proposed approach is not completely hassle free. Our approach has these limitations: no prior established annotated dataset, determining modifier orientation and poor performance on complex dependency relations.
Conclusion
Blog opinion identification and summarization is an interesting task which will be very useful for businesses to analyze users' opinion at a fine grained feature level, for governments to understand the fall backs in the policies introduced. We described a method to generate opinionated summary of various entities within the blog and also across the corpus in an automated manner. We achieved ∼86% agreement in object identification, ∼83% accordance in modifier orientation and ∼81% agreement in opinion orientation identification. Table 7 . Figure 3 shows the output of Part-of-speech tagger. Figure 4 shows the output of named entity recognizer and in Figure 5 we show the collapsed dependencies for the sample sentence. We have taken Figure 3 , 4, 5 from here 7 . If we consider the sentence as a whole unit, we cannot predict concretely whether it is positive, negative or neutral sentence but if we look entity wise, we can construct a clear representation for it. We have mainly 2 entities "England" and "Saeed Ajmal" which are referred in this sentence. The entity wise analysis will yield us the following results: -England: batted poorly. (Negative). Negative sentiment is imparted by adverb "poor". "poor" is connected with "batted" using an adverb modifier (advmod) tag and "batted" is connected to "England" by nominal subject (nsubj) tag. Figure 5 highlight all these connections. -Saeed Ajmal: quite superb performance. (Positive). Positive adjective ("superb") is linked to "performance" using adjective modifier (amod) relation and "performance" is linked to "Ajmal" via preposition for (prep_for). In this way, we get the positive sentiment towards Saeed Ajmal. This entity wise representation provides us with a clear picture of the sentence and overcomes the limitation of sentence level sentiment classification.
In this example, we can also see that "England" is identified incorrectly by Stanford NER. Here "England" should have been identified as an organization (England Cricket Team) rather than as location. 
